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Subject

-

Abnormal erosion of turbine head cover of turbine generators at Ukuwela power station

Background
Ukuwela power station has been commissioned in the year 1976 with head reservoir at Polgolla
on Mahaweli River and 5 mile long (8 km) tunnel operating 2 x 20 MW turbines at Ukuwela power station. The Units
have been in operation reliably since commissioning and holds a vital position in the supply of water for irrigation to the
North Central Province where major Agricultural Area in the country lies (given in the irrigation diagram – Annexure 2).
History of the problem - Both units have been operating reliably and complete overhauls of the units where dismantling
of the runners, generator rotor head cover and connected components have been serviced and refitted as follows :1.) Unit 01
2.) Unit 02

in the year 1998 With assistance of OEM and with supervisors from OEM
in the year 1989 Also with supervision from M/s Mitsubishi Corporation, Japan

No report of presence of abnormal erosion was reported at both overhauls. There is no record that the stationary
wearing rings were replaced and in the absence of no adverse report, it is assumed that the components had no erosion
at both instances of inspection.


In the year 2008, a bolt attaching wearing ring to the head cover got removed from the holding position while
the unit was in operation and it was found that the holding bolt had been eroded from the water side and when
there was no holding thread in the bolt, it got removed and a leak started

Good stud




Eroded studs

This was repaired by welding the remainder of the bolt to the top of the head cover which stopped the water
leak and the unit continued operation.
Another head cover/wearing ring fixing bolt got removed in 17.11. 2008. In a similar incident and the same
procedure of repair adopted after inspection by a boro scope inserted from top of head cover. This showed the
bolt area eroded.
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The manufacturer has been informed of the defect by letter dated 2nd Dec. 2008no. MC/UK/TEC/03. Copy attached.
Since the last bolt failure, until the unit was dismantled for overhaul in September 2010, there was no further failure of
bolts.
On dismantling the head cover, it was found that the upper wearing ring bolt hole positions have been severely eroded
and adjacent area also damaged. Apart from that, the wearing ring water side erosion is seen in the underside of the
head cover.

Wearing ring erosion - Unit 2

Head cover underside erosion – Unit 2
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Wearing ring erosion – Unit 1

Head cover erosion – Unit 1

Due to limited time available within the release time of unit for rehabilitation, it was decided to cold weld head cover
water surface and replace new upper wearing ring together with the new runner expecting the water flow during
operation, through the upper wearing ring, to be a minimum and thus reduce erosion of the wearing ring bolt water side
edge.
Unit 02 -

Wearing ring clearances before rehabilitation

= mm 1 .5

Wearing ring clearance after rehabilitation

= mm 0.75

Fixing of wearing ring – Unit 2

Repaired head cover - Unit 2
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Unit 02 was commissioned back after rehabilitation on 16th Nov. 2010.
The operation point of the turbine was selected on the curve generated by the operation points recommended by the
manufacturer (Annexure 1) and units were operated generally according to head available and loading was generally 19
MW for 2 unit operation and 20 MW for single unit operation.
One wearing ring fixing bolt failed on 17th May 2011, six months after operating the new turbine and all bolts were
welded to the head cover. Continuation of turbine operation resulted in erosion of the head cover underside along the
wearing ring fixing bolt line. There have been five through points occurring and the OEM has advised to weld plates over
the head cover wearing ring fixing bolt cover lines. For this purpose, a unit outage is required as there are points
difficult to be reached for welding due to presence of other pieces of equipment. However, in the absence of Lakvijaya
Coal Plant and depleting reservoirs, the Ukuwela Unit cannot be released. The irrigation requirement is also critical.
Hence, the unit is continuing operation hoping to weld patching plates along the bolt line if further pass through
openings occur.
Possible causes of this failures :
i)

In the original design of the wearing ring fixing arrangement, the lower end of the stud going into the wearing
ring is open at the water side. This creates small protrusion of the stud to the water way and a hole
disturbing the smooth surface of the wearing ring. This causes erosion at the hole mouth and developed
along the stud and wearing ring.
ii) Erosion due to sand coming through the tunnel/intake eroding the wearing ring, this has been the probable
cause presented by OEM and CEB (related letter copies attached).
iii) Disturbed flow through the water way causing abnormal wear in the components above turbine runner specially
top section of the wearing ring and underside of the head cover.
Explanation of validity of causes considered :
i)

The design of the wearing ring
The original drawing of the wearing ring does not show any method of closing the water side of the wearing ring
holding bolt (Annexure 3). It has been the mode of operation until the year (2008) or the year before say 2005.
Thus the unit has operated around 28 years (since 1976) without any bolts wearing. Complete dismantling of the
unit for major overhaul has been done in 1989 including removing of the head cover. Though no specific inspection
record is present and nobody involved in that overhaul remember any damages in the head cover or the wearing
ring. It can be safely assumed that there has been no erosion for nearly 28 years of operation; suddenly it has
started getting eroded in the 29th year of operation. It is seen that after rehabilitation assuming the condition of the
bolts/wearing ring being replaced with new items were brought back to original condition. It has not been possible
to operate unit reliably for 6 months. There have been 5 points of leaking positions occurring within this time. This
is abnormal erosion.
Though at rehabilitation, the head cover under surface was repaired by cold welding, a complete new wearing ring
and bolts were installed bringing the top side wearing ring clearance from 1.5 mm to 0.75mm. The area above
runner is normally not a heavy flow area, and at the operating point of unit 2 the pressure above runner is slightly
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positive not presenting a heavy flow to cause erosion like seen in the present unit. The OEM M/s Mitsubishi also do
not suggest any acceptable cause of this erosion.
The presence of a slightly protruding stud in the water way and hole opening to the water side getting eroded is a
result of a cause, but not the cause itself.
ii) Erosion due to sand /suspended particles :
During the recent past, there were periods of heavy inflow in the Mahaweli River and the water carried a heavy
amount of trash in the form of plastic bags, twigs, rubber articles have been in plenty. When the turbine was
dismantled, it was seen that even small clevises like clearances between turbine components had plastic pieces
creeped inside.
However, Polgolla has been continuously plagued with floating debris and sand as it is across main Mahaweli River.
Then it was timber shavings from timber mills right along the tributary where intake is constructed, now it is the garbage
dumps from urban area around the river/reservoir. This condition has not changed very much.

Spiral casing Unit 2 03rd Dec.2010
after rehabilitation

Trash inside the stay vane/wicket Unit 2
03rd Dec.2010 after rehabilitation
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At Ukuwela power station wearing due to erosion has been minimal and can be shown by photographs below:

Original runner U2

before Overhaul Date 12th Sept 2010

Stay Vanes/Wicket Gates U 2 before overhaul
Date 01st Sept 2010

Stay Vanes/Wicket Gates U 2 during the overhaul
Date 07 Sept. 2010
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Spiral casing -Unit 2 Before overhaul

Removed wicket gates after 35 years of operation

Even now, except for the wearing ring and underside of head cover, the new runners though minor damage marks are
present are seen as below, picture taken approximate 6 months after commissioning. Heavy sand erosion should be
seen in the components such as stay vanes, wicket gates, runner blades which are in the main flow path of the turbine.

Spiral Casing U2 May - June 2011

Spiral casing

draft tube

Stay vane wicket gate U2 May – June 2011

spiral casing
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stay vane

runner blade

May-June 2011
The effects of sand erosion can be compared by the following photographs from a Power Station in India after one rainy
season.

It is also compared with conditions of runner and wicket gates of Rantambe power station which operates along the
same river after 20 years of operation. It should be noted that these turbines pass yearly almost the total amount of
sand mined from Mahiyangana may be a total of 75 lorry loads of sand for building construction per day. This station
does not record any erosion in the type of Ukuwela power station.

Rantembe runner photo taken in

Wicket gates/stay vane 1 at Rantambe
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As the OEM and qualified persons were of the opinion that the damages are caused by turbidity of water and as we
need past records the records kept by the National Water Supply Board were requested. The details of turbidity
recorded for the year 2009, 2010, and 2011 were studied; generally the water has shown below 20 FNU which is almost
clear water the maximum goes up to 260 which is just cloudy sample the turbidity maximum goes up to 4000 FNU.
Hence, it is concluded that water in the river is in the less turbid range. This water is used in water schemes in all towns
along Mahaweli river and all towns down the diverted waterway starting from Polgolla. Annexure – turbidity

Scale in FTU -NTU
Disturbed flow condition :
Approximately 7 months after the Unit 02 turbine was commissioned after rehabilitation inspection of the spiral casing
show increased worn locations (not even) in the stay vane area, lower facing plate, just below runner and the head
cover underside. The flow meters of the turbine read abnormal values which may indicate disturbed flow. Still the flow
though the wearing surface to the top of the runner is not completely explained.
Conclusion :
Though the OEM was retained for the rehabilitation with preference over other suppliers of equipment, they have failed
to completely study and advice us the cause of head cover erosion. Though we analyzed the cause of this effect before
rehabilitation was that, worn wearing rings caused excessive flow towards top of runner thereby eroding the fixing nut
holes and bolt end. Now after replacing new runner, new wearing ring and bringing down the clearances from 1.5 mm
to 0.75mm, it is seen that erosion occurs more rapidly than before. Replacing the head cover now being planned is also
an action without locating the cause of the fault. It may be that we continue replacing head covers every two three
years.
M/s Mitsubishi OEM should be requested to analyze actual flow condition of the turbine now and provide a cause of the
present erosion which happen only at the wearing ring bend and adjacent area of head cover before planning to replace
head cover. Without a cause of erosion, there is no guarantee that the newly placed head cover also erode. If the OEM
continues to disregard any analysis, an independent consultant should be engaged in this study.
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